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Dagannoth kings guide 2019

From Old School RuneScape Wiki &lt; Dagannoth Kings A trio of players come across the possessed Dagannoth Kings. The Dagannoth Kings are a trio of bosses found in the Waterbirth Island Dungeon, known for their dragon axe, berserker ring, archers ring, warrior ring, and seer ring drops. Their bones are also valuable, making them
constantly rewarding to kill. The Kings reside | on the sixth floor (the deepest) in the Waterbirth Island Dungeon. Dagannoth Prime: King Dagannoth using magical attacks. Every time he attacks, Protect from Magic must be at all costs as Prime can strike up to 50 damage and kill easily in two rounds. Prime is weak for remote attacks.
Dagannoth Rex: King Dagannoth using melee attacks. It is extremely easy to deal with, as it can be tied or lured to the edges of the islet where it can get stuck easily. Dagannoth Supreme: King Dagannoth using ranged attacks. Supreme is also easy to deal with, hitting harder than Rex but lower than Prime. Supreme's attacks can hit
multiple players if they are facing his direction. Spinolipi inhabit the moat surrounding The Island of the Dagannoth Kings. They are generally weak and have 75 Hitpoints. They don't strike very high compared to kings or very accurately, but their remote attacks poison you and their magical attacks drain a prayer point if they strike.
Poisonous damage begins at 6, so it is worth bringing antidote potions ++. They can be used to heal with the use of Guthan's set or Saradomin's password while they wait for the Kings to reborn. Suggested Skills[Edit Origin of Change] 70+ 70+ 75+ 70+ 60+ (80+ Recommended) 70 + 45+ (Mystic Might,70 + Piety) The [edit | edit source]
Prayer Bonus equipment is essential for Dagannoth Kings and everyone's configuration differs to | a slight extent. It is better to try DKS with another person and at low risk. Once you feel comfortable with the Kings, you'll be able to change your setup to your style. You should prioritize remote defense bonuses over melee and magical
defense when choosing your armor. The prayer bonus should be your second priority after remote defense. This configuration is used by people who solo Dagannoth Rex. It is mainly used because Rex is the easiest of all Kings as it can be safe, as well as the ability to receive the berserker ring. The use of Guthan's armor set is highly
recommended for very long journeys; however, Saradomin's watchword and blood spells are better there due to the random effect of healing the Guthan set and the fact that Spinolyps may not always within range. If you use Zamorak Flames, a Dead Staff combined with Zamorak's Charge spell and cloak should be used for the best
damage available for the spell. If guthix claws are used, a Void Knight Mace should be used as it can automatically perform the spell. Use Guthix's cloak with the Charge spell for damage increased by 50%. 50%. Rex in a safe spot. The hardest part is the entrance. Rex's assassins want to move east without being noticed by the other
kings. In addition, they can get the help of a suicide bomber, who is a friend who carries spare food and potions to trade in a safe area (for example, the safe peek point or behind the rock lobster ladder) and will incur aggro so that the rex killer can reach the east side. As always, the player must have Protect from Magic going on when he
goes down, and immediately turn back if he draws attention from other kings if you don't use a suicide. Once the kings are far from the ladder, the player must quickly head east embracing the coast. When attracting Rex, players should be careful not to overcome rocks on the map or lure him if Prime is nearby, or risk attracting the
attention of other kings. A tribrid configuration means using Magic, Ranged, and Melee all in one person to kill all three Dagannoth Kings. It is recommended only for people who can afford enough equipment to be able to kill all kings pretty quickly. If the player has no experience, an alternative to attacking all three kings is to have another
person targeting Rex, while the player targets Prime and Supreme. The person targeting Rex can help defeat Prime/ Supreme if he needs help. A detailed map of the lair and face the kings. Enter with Protect against Magic activated and bring him as close to the ladder as possible before mercilessly killing him; if Prime is at a safe
distance and Supreme is very close to the ladder, you can use Protect from Missiles. This can be done by climbing the ladder up and down until it has been attracted. Otherwise, Prime will ask you to keep Protect from Magic and the tank's Supreme shots, which drain your supplies. Next, safespot and kill Rex, and since Prime will be on
you, keep protect from magic on. Finally, go northeast and kill Prime. The optimal point to kill it is indicated by rocks on the ground in triangular formation. An alternative strategy is to follow the same procedure until Prime (i.e. kill Supreme and then Rex), but bring it to as low health as possible, and wait east for Rex to detect himself. Kill
Rex again, finish Prime and go kill Supreme. ↑ Wearing the serpentine rudder provides immunity to poison. ↑ 2.0 2.1 2.2 Recommended only if using the crystal arc. ↑ 3.0 3.1 Optional switch. ↑ Recommended only if using crystal armor. It does not require Ava's device. ↑ It should only be brought if the player is using a Vitur scythe. ↑ If the
player cannot afford a bow pegasian boots should be worn. ↑ Although granite boots have 1 smaller endurance bonus, they have a handy +8 remote defense bonus. Inventory[| change source] The inventory must consist of the following: Tips and Tricks[editing | edit source] Using the Multi-shed with 1-2k cannonballs to kill Dagannoth
Prime can be useful for smoothing the rotation when fighting all three Kings. Place the cannon in Prime's spawning area and load only 30 cannonballs when spawned; do not continue to reload, as it is less effective on Rex and Supreme and will have them attack immediately after being hit by a cannonball. Tune a portal into your home for
Waterbirth. This will make travel time significantly easier and cancel out the need to have your home in Rellekka or have redirect scrolls for it. The food suggested for a trip to the DKS is super restore potions and Saradomin beer, though for simplicity and economy, sharks and some Saradomin/Super restorations for the emergency will be
enough. Bringing the set of Guthan and saradomin godsword can help reduce food use. Although bringing Saradomin beers for food, it still helps bring a potion to increase your shots. However, it is questionable whether that extra space can be used for another beer, instead it is more useful or less long-term. Various Ancient Spells can
be useful: the ice dam can be used to freeze Dagannoth Rex and Blood spells can be used in combination with a Sea Trident or a healing swamp. Antipoisons are important to bring, as whoever goes will be poisoned more than anywhere else (due to spinolyps residing in the water around the burrow). This is not the case if the player
wears a Serpentine rudder during the journey. Sanfew serums are also useful, as they work both as an antipoison and as a super reset. There's a safe spot if you jump over the root slightly east of the Dagannoth King scale where you can peek to see if there's anyone inside the arena. This is also a convenient place to skip worlds in
search of an empty den. The completion of Fremennik's elite diary will bring down the bones of dagannoth kings in known form, substantially increasing the profitability of prolonged travel. Bringing an explorer's ring for high alchemy will bring a little more profit. If your melee stats are high enough (80+) and you have a dagannoth task,
consider using an SGS or any password as a specific weapon and your melee weapon with which to kill supreme, saving an inventory space in: Strategies, Dagannoth, Fremennik Province Share Dagannoth Kings are considered one of the best bosses to do for money. They can drop Dragon axes, berserker rings, archer rings, warrior
rings, and seer rings relatively often. Their bones also get a very nice price on the market. The The Kings reside on the sixth floor (the deepest) in the Waterbirth Island Dungeon. Dagannoth Prime: King Dagannoth using magical attacks. Every time he attacks, Protect from Magic must be active at all costs as Prime can strike up to 50
damage and easily kill a player in two shots. Prime is weak for remote attacks. Dagannoth Rex as Dagannoth Dagannoth that uses melee attacks. It is extremely easy to deal with, as it can be tied or lured to the edges of the islet where it can get stuck easily. Dagannoth Supreme: King Dagannoth using ranged attacks. Supreme is also
easy to deal with, hitting harder than Rex but lower than Prime. Supreme's attacks can hit multiple players if they are facing his direction. Spinolipi inhabit the moat surrounding The Island of the Dagannoth Kings. They are generally weak and have 75 Hitpoints. They don't strike very high compared to kings or very accurately, but their
remote attacks poison you and their magical attacks drain a prayer point if they strike. Poisonous damage begins at 6, so it is worth bringing antidote potions ++. They can be used to heal with the use of Guthan's set or Saradomin's password while they wait for the Kings to reborn. Suggested Skills 80+ 80+ 75+ 80+ 70+ (80+
Recommended) 80+ 45+ (Mystic Might,70+ Piety) The equipment prayer bonus is essential for Dagannoth Kings and everyone's configuration differs in a slight measure. It is better to try DKS with another person and at low risk. Once you feel comfortable with the Kings, you'll be able to change your setup to your style. This configuration
is used by people who solo Dagannoth Rex. It is mainly used because Rex is the easiest of all Kings as it can be safe, as well as the ability to receive the berserker ring. The use of Guthan's armor set is highly recommended for very long journeys; however, Saradomin's watchword and blood spells are better there due to the random
healing effect of guthan's set healing and the fact that Spinolyps may not always be within range. If you use Zamorak Flames, a Dead Staff combined with Zamorak's Charge spell and cloak should be used for the best damage available for the spell. If guthix claws are used, a Void Knight Mace should be used as it can automatically
perform the spell. Use Guthix's cloak with the Charge spell for damage increased by 50%. Lure Rex to a safe place. The hardest part is the entrance. Rex's assassins want to move east without being noticed by the other kings. In addition, they can get the help of a suicide bomber, who is a friend who carries spare food and potions to
trade in a safe area (for example, the safe peek point or behind the rock lobster ladder) and will incur aggro so that the rex killer can reach the east side. As always, the player must have Protect from Magic going on when he goes down, and immediately go back if he catches the eye from the if you don't use a suicide. Once the kings are
far from the ladder, the player must quickly head east embracing the coast. When attracting Rex, players should be careful not to overcome rocks on the map or lure him if Prime is nearby, or risk attracting the attention of other kings. a tribrid configuration means using At a distance and melee all in one per person, it is recommended only
for people who have experience and a minimum of two generally better people with three. If you make a duo, an alternative to attacking all three kings is to have one person targeting Rex, while the other targets Prime and Supreme. The person targeting Rex can help defeat Prime/ Supreme if he needs help. A detailed map of the lair and
face the kings. For soloists, enter with Protect from Magic activated and bring Supreme as close as possible to the ladder before killing him with Pietà; if Prime is at a safe distance and Supreme is very close to the ladder, you can use Protect from Missiles. This can be done by climbing the ladder up and down until it has been attracted.
Otherwise, Prime will ask you to keep Protect from Magic and the tank's Supreme shots, which drain your supplies. Next, find the safe place and kill Rex, and since Prime will be on you, keep protect from magic on. Finally, go northeast and kill Prime. The optimal point to kill it is indicated by rocks on the ground in triangular formation. An
alternative strategy for soloists is to follow the same procedure until Prime (i.e. kill Supreme and then Rex), but bring it to as low health as possible, and wait east for Rex to repair himself. Kill Rex again, finish Prime and go kill Supreme. Inventory Your inventory should consist of the following: assuming the player wants to use Guthan's
but instead wears other best-in-slot equipment, Guthan's set would be in the inventory. If a piece of Guthan is worn, however, the remaining pieces would be in the player's inventory along with any gear changes chosen by the player. The player could choose to wear Guthan's armor and/or wear it. Otherwise, you could bring more food
instead of Guthan. Alternative inventory Only Rex tips and tricks Bringing dwarf multicannons with 1-2k cannonballs can greatly increase travel since it will kill Dagannoth Prime very quickly. Place the cannon in Prime's spawning area and load only 30 cannonballs when spawned; do not continue to reload, as it is less effective on Rex and
Supreme and will have them attack immediately after being hit by a cannonball. Tune a portal into your home for Waterbirth. This will make travel time significantly easier and cancel out the need to have your home in Rellekka or have redirect scrolls for it. The food suggested for a trip to the DKS is super restore potions and Saradomin
beer, though for simplicity and economy, sharks and some Saradomin/Super restorations for the emergency will be enough. The set of Guthan and saradomin godsword can help reduce food use. Although bringing Saradomin beers for food, it still helps bring a potion to increase your shots. However, it is questionable whether that extra
space can be used for another beer beer is more useful or less long-term. The ice dam can be used to freeze the Dagannoth Rex, just as the use of blood spells can also be used in combination with a Sea Trident or a swamp to heal. Antipoisons are important to bring, as whoever goes will be poisoned more than anywhere else (due to
spinolyps residing in the water around the burrow). This is not the case if the player wears a Serpentine rudder during the journey. Sanfew serums are also useful, as they work both as an antipoison and as a super reset. There is a safe place if you jump over the root slightly east of the Dagannoth king scale where you can peek to see if
there is anyone who is already killing kings a little beyond the ladder. You can also skip worlds there. It is recommended to complete the elite Fremennik diary, as Fremennik 4 sea boots will turn the bone drops of the Dagannoth Kings into note form, allowing you to greatly extend profits. The use of blood spells can greatly prolong trips to
the DKS as it can provide infinite healing. Strategies The content of the community of Dagannoth Fremennik province is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. More Old School Runescape Wiki
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